
Kit #1: Local Yarn Shawl
to knit — $31.93

It started as an offering for Local Yarn Store Day but this design from Casapinka is great for any day of the 
year. The designer developed the pattern to take advantage of special yarns available from local yarn stores 
— in our case, Merchandising Manager Linda Schumacher has paired it with Painted Lace Degradé from 

Knitting Fever.

The Local Yarn Shawl is a boomerang shaped shawl, consisting of simple lace, textured, eyelet and mesh 
stitches and is written for two sizes. Suggested needle size: US 6.

Painted Lace Degradé is a 100% cotton, fingering-weight yarn that consists of three fine strands of different 
colors that are plied together 
and gradually changes depth 
of color from light to dark 
(874yds./cake).

The kit includes pattern and 
a cake of of Painted Lace 
Degradé for a one-week dis-
counted price of just $31.93, 
plus sales tax. To purchase 
your kit, visit the shop or call 
530-642-2270 today!



First Frost Vest
to knit — price depends on size

This quick, fun pattern from designer Heidi Kirrmaier is 
made in a single piece, which means you won’t have to do 
a lot of seaming to put it together. It includes instructions 

for making adjustments in between the sizes given in the main 
instructions and the length and bust darts can be easily modi-
fied to ensure the perfect fit. Remember to check your gauge on 
this one; suggested needle sizes: US 7 & 8.

Ultra Alpaca worsted from Berroco is the yarn Merchandis-
ing Manager Linda Schumacher has selected for this kit. It’s a 
50/50 blend of super-fine alpaca and Peruvian highland wool 
that comes in an incredible array of colors (217yds/hank).

The price of your vest will depend on size and number of hanks 
needed (the pattern calls for 394–744 yards of yarn). The kit 
includes the printed pattern for $5.50 and yarn for $13.50 per 
hank, plus sales tax. Or—if you’d like to try this pattern with a 
different yarn—we can help you put together a custom kit (price 
will vary depending on yarn selected). To purchase your kit, call 
530-642-2270 or stop by the shop.


